
CHINESE WRITING APPS

Forget the old â€œwrite the character 10 times in your notebookâ€• method. With the right tools and apps, you can
learn to write Chinese in an.

You can look up your progress by the day, week, month, and year. All words have carefully written definitions
and examples that will help you understand how a word is used. No ads! Now, I can actually study all aspects
of each word, which in turn leads to much better retention. Chinese Dictionary Apps Pleco The dictionary app
will probably be one of the most useful and frequently used ones for people learning Mandarin; Pleco may be
the app most frequently recommended for this function. As a student of the Chinese language, I have never
regretted upgrading my Pleco software. Especially if you know what you need, and get the right app with the
best fitâ€”which we guide you through in this post. Even though I studied Mandarin for most of my childhood
and know a variety of restaurant phrases , I still have trouble identifying some food items here and there. It
also might be a disadvantage to some that it only offers OCR translations and not the typical text translations.
Some people just want an app that provides the translation, nothing more. Try Skritter for Free for 7 Days! It
is easy to find material for your level. It presents an effective, novel, and fun way to learn and memorize
Chinese characters. It supports English translations for single words and sentences. If you are total beginner, I
can safely say you will know hundreds of characters in few days and be able to read them confidently.
Looking for an app that has numerous fun ways for you to learn Chinese characters? Plus, translations of
Chinese dishes are accompanied by pictures, so you also know what they look like. This would be a useful
resource for language learners who are using a particular textbook in their classes. This could be in the form of
games , or simple question-and- answer. The app is very good at using games for good learning entertainment.
A good learning app, regardless of its key learning goals, should encourage you to think. When I started
learning Mandarin Chinese more than a decade ago, smart phones were relatively new and most of my
homework revolved around writing characters hundreds of times for one day and hoping that it would stick in
my memory. You can easily turn the pinyin on and off and switch Chinese characters between Simplified and
Traditional. After signing in, and trying to sync, the app said data was corrupted and I need to delete and
download again. Either you view the full character, or you have to tap to get a hint then draw what was hinted,
then tap again, and hope that somehow the next tap is considered a request for a hint rather than a stroke. The
best part is that FluentU always keeps track of your vocabulary. Chinese apps could be an awesome addition
to your learning toolbox, right alongside your Chinese TV shows , textbooks , songs and movies! You can
read by yourself or listen to an audio recording and read along. I've been able to learn more words in a day
than I could in a week using my previous methods.


